
Name: _____________________________________

Stone Fox
Vocabulary

Chapters 1 - 2 

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

 1. As I was cleaning my basement I discovered a secret tunnel that led outside.

a.  covered b.  found something for the first time

c.  walked through d.  created

 2. The ants surrounded the picnic basket waiting for the right time to make their move.

a.  waited for b.  crawled underneath

c.  crawled through d.  gathered on all sides

 

 3. Noah became very concerned when he found out tacos were off the lunch menu.

a.  worried b.  angry

c.  happy d.  excited 

 4. Olivia insisted on being the first person in line to see the movie. 

a.  asked b.  tried

c.  demanded d.  hoped

 5. The farm had to install a new irrigation system this summer.

a.  crop picking b.  way of fertilizing 

c.  animal feeding d.  way of watering

 6. Every October our family harvested vegetables before the start of winter.

a.  cooked b.  covered

c.  gathered crops d.  planted
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ANSWER KEY

Stone Fox
Vocabulary

Chapters 1 - 2 

 Choose the correct definition for each underlined vocabulary word.

  1. As I was cleaning my basement I discovered a secret tunnel that led outside.  b

a.  covered b.  found something for the first time

c.  walked through d.  created

 2. The ants surrounded the picnic basket waiting for the right time to make their move. d

a.  waited for b.  crawled underneath

c.  crawled through d.  gathered on all sides 

 

 3. Noah became very concerned when he found out tacos were off the lunch menu.  a

a.  worried b.  angry

c.  happy d.  excited 

 4. Olivia insisted on being the first person in line to see the movie.  c

a.  asked b.  tried 

c.  demanded d.  hoped

 5. The farm had to install a new irrigation system this summer.  d

a.  crop picking b.  way of fertilizing 

c.  animal feeding d.  way of watering

 6. Every October our family harvested vegetables before the start of winter.  c

a.  cooked b.  covered

c.  gathered crops d.  planted
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